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We give a spatial representation of the complete graph Kn which contains exactly
( n6) Hopf links consisting of pairs of disjoint 3-cycles, where (
n
6) is the minimum
number of pairs of disjoint 3-cycles forming a non-split link contained in any spatial
representation of Kn . Furthermore, we show that the above spatial representation
of Kn contains exactly ( n7) trefoil knots consisting of 7-cycles, where (
n
7) is the mini-
mum number of 7-cycles forming a non-trivial knot contained in any spatial
representation of Kn .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, every graph is assumed to be finite, simple, and
connected. We denote the vertex set and the edge set of a graph G by V(G)
and E(G) respectively. A graph in which each pair of distinct vertices is
joined by an edge is called a complete graph and is denoted by Kn , where
n is the number of vertices. A cycle of a graph G is a connected subgraph
G$ of G such that every vertex of G$ has exactly 2 incident edges. A k-cycle
is a cycle that contains exactly k vertices. In particular, a cycle that con-
tains every vertex of a graph G is called a Hamilton cycle of G. (See [2]
for the basic terminology of graph theory.)
Let f be a polygonal embedding of a graph G into the 3-dimensional
Euclidean space R3. We call the image f (G) a spatial representation of G.
A spatial representation of a disjoint union of cycles is called a link. In par-
ticular, a link with one component is called a knot. See [7] for the ter-
minology of knot theory. An ambient isotopy of R3 is a continuous map
H: R3_I  R3 such that Ht is a homeomorphism for any t # I and H0 is
the identity map, where I stands for the unit interval [0, 1] and
Ht : R3  R3 is a map defined by Ht(x)=H(x, t). Two spatial representa-
tions f (G) and g(G) are ambient isotopic if there is an ambient isotopy
H: R3_I  R3 such that H1( f (G))=g(G).
In [3], Conway and Gordon proved the following theorem (See also
Sachs [8]):
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Theorem 1.1 (Conway and Gordon [3]). (1) Every spatial represen-
tation of K6 contains a nontrivial link.
(2) Every spatial representation of K7 contains a nontrivial knot.
More precisely, they showed that every spatial representation of K6 con-
tains a pair of disjoint 3-cycles which is a nonsplit link, and every spatial
representation of K7 contains a Hamilton cycle which is a nontrivial knot.
Therefore it follows immediately that
(1) Every spatial representation of Kn contains at least ( n6) pairs of
disjoint 3-cycles that are nonsplit links (n6),
(2) Every spatial representation of Kn contains at least ( n7) 7-cycles
that are nontrivial knots (n7).
It is an interesting problem to decide whether or not there exists a spatial
representation of Kn containing exactly ( n6) pairs of disjoint 3-cycles which
are nonsplit links. If n=6 then there exists such a spatial representation
of K6 . In fact, Fig. 1a, given by Fig. 1 in [3], shows a spatial representation
containing only one nontrivial link 136245, which is a Hopf link.
The same question may be posed for knots. Is there a spatial representa-
tion of Kn which contains exactly ( n4) nontrivial 7-cycle knots? If n=7 then
there exists such a spatial representation of K7 . In fact, Fig. 1b, given by
Fig. 7 in [3], shows a spatial representation containing only one nontrivial
knot 1632547, which is a right-handed trefoil.
In Section 2, to give the answer to the above problems, we will introduce
the concept of a canonical book representation of the complete graph and
describe the proof of the following theorem given in [4]:
Theorem 1.2 (Endo and Otsuki [4]). Any two right (resp. left) canonical
book representations of Kn are ambient isotopic in R3.
Figure 1
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In Section 3, we will prove the following theorem as the answer to the
above problems:
Theorem 1.3. In a canonical book representation of Kn , each link con-
sisting of a pair of disjoint 3-cycles is either a trivial link or a Hopf link, and
the number of such Hopf links is exactly ( n6) (n6). Furthermore, in a right
(resp. left) canonical book representation of Kn , each 7-cycle knot is either
a trivial knot or a left (resp. right)-handed trefoil, and the number of such
trefoils is exactly ( n7) (n7).
2. A CANONICAL BOOK REPRESENTATION OF
THE COMPLETE GRAPH
For an integer n1, a subspace of R3 consisting of a straight line L
(called a binder) and n distinct half-planes S1 , S2 , ..., Sn (called sheets) with
L as their common boundary is called an n-book and is denoted by Bn .
Definition 2.1. Let G be a graph and let f: G  Bn /R3 be a tame
embedding (that is, an embedding which is ambient isotopic to a polygonal
embedding). The spatial representation f (G) is called an n-book representation
of G if f satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) f (V(G))/L,
(2) for each edge e # E(G), there exists exactly one sheet Si such that
f (e)/Si .
Figure 2
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As an example, Fig. 2 illustrates a 4-book representation of the complete
graph K7 .
The sheet-number of a graph G is the smallest n such that G has an
n-book representation. An n-book representation of G is called a minimal
book representation if n is the sheet-number of G.
Theorem 2.2 ([1, 5]). For n4, the sheet-number of Kn is Wn2X, where
WxX is the integer such that WxX&1<xWxX.
For the study of the book representations of a graph G, the following
diagrams are useful. Let Dn be a subspace of R3 consisting of n internally
disjoint topological disks S1 , S2 , ..., Sn with common boundary B, and let
G be an n-book representation of G. Clearly, G can be deformed into Dn
by an ambient isotopy of R3 such that the vertices of G are placed on B
and each edge of G is placed in one disk Si as a chord. Then we can regard
the n disks S1 , S2 , ..., Sn as the sheets of the n-book and the common
boundary B as the binder of the n-book. After the above deformation we
can project G to a plane : in which B is drawn as a circle C, each edge is
drawn as a chord of C, and moreover we can assume that each crossing of
edges is a transversal double point. Such a projection together with over
under information at every double point is called a circular diagram of G . As
an example, Fig. 3 illustrates a circular diagram of the book representation
of K7 given by Fig. 2.
For convenience, we focus first on the case where the number of vertices
of Kn is even and n4. By Theorem 2.2, the sheet-number of K2m is m. We
consider a minimal book (i.e. an m-book) representation K 2m of K2m and
an associated circular diagram in which an edge e/Si overcrosses an edge
e$/Sj if they cross and i<j. Let v1 , v2 , ..., v2m be the vertices of K 2m
Figure 3
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arranged in the clockwise direction on the outer circle C. We say that an
edge of the circular diagram is an i-edge if the distance between its endver-
tices along the Hamilton cycle v1v2 } } } v2m v1 is i. It follows immediately
that the number of i-edges is 2m if 1im&1, or m if i=m. Clearly, since
every 1-edge has no crossing point with any other edges, we can move each
1-edge into an arbitrary sheet by an ambient isotopy of R3 which fixes all
other edges. Therefore we can ignore 1-edges.
The following is an easy observation.
Proposition 2.3. In a minimal book representation of K2m , there are
exactly one m-edge and two i-edges (i=2, 3, ..., m&1) in every sheet.
Proof. Since each m-edge is a diagonal of the circle C, no two such
edges can be embedded in the same sheet. On the other hand, the number
of m-edges we must embed is m. Therefore there is exactly one m-edge in
every sheet. Then each sheet Si is divided into two regions (which we shall
call half-disks) by the m-edge in Si . Obviously, each half-disk can contain
at most one (m&1)-edge. Since the number of half-disks is 2m and the
number of (m&1)-edges is 2m, there is exactly one (m&1)-edge in every
half-disk. The proposition follows by repeating this argument. K
In what follows, subscripts of vertices are taken modulo 2m. Suppose
that the m-edge vivi+m is embedded in Si (resp. Sm&i+1) for i=1, 2, ..., m.
Here we assume as before that we have a circular diagram such that an
edge e contained in Si overcrosses an edge e$ contained in Sj if they cross
and i<j. We will call such a minimal book representation a right (resp.
left) canonical book representation of K2m . Clearly the mirror image of a
right canonical book representation of K2m is a left canonical book
representation of K2m .
To prove Theorem 1.2 in the case where n=2m, we will describe more pre-
cisely the right canonical book representations of K2m (a similar result follows
immediately for left canonical book representations). For k=1, 2, ..., 2m,
j=2, 3, ..., m, we define the (vk , j, Si)-region of a sheet Si as the region of
Si delimited by the arc on C in the clockwise direction from vk to vk+j and
the corresponding chord vkvk+j .
Proposition 2.4. In a right canonical book representation of K2m , the
(vi , m, Si)-region (i=1, 2, ..., 2m, where subscripts of the Si are taken modulo
m) contains the j-edge vkvk+j (k=1, 2, ..., 2m, j=2.. ., m&1, i=1, 2, ..., 2m)
if and only if the (v1 , m, S1)-region contains the j-edge vk&i+1vk&i+1+j ,
where subscripts of S$i s are taken modulo m.
Proof. First, we consider the (m&1)-edges. As in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.3, either v2vm+1 or v1vm , say v2vm+1 , must be embedded in the
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Figure 4
(v1 , m, S1)-region. Also by Proposition 2.3, either v2vm+1 or v3vm+2 must
be embedded in the (v2 , m, S2)-region. Since v2vm+1 is embedded in the
(v1 , m, S1)-region, v3vm+2 must be embedded in the (v2 , m, S2)-region
(Fig. 4). Proceeding with this argument repeatedly, we can conclude that
vi+1vi+m must be embedded in the (vi , m, Si)-region for all i=1, 2, ..., 2m.
If we had first chosen v1vm as the (m&1)-edge in the (v1 , m, S1)-region,
then we would conclude that vivi+m&1 must be embedded in the (vi , m, Si)-
region for all i=1, 2, ..., 2m.
By repeating this argument for j-edges, j=m&2, ..., 2 (in that order), the
result follows. K
As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates the m sheets of a right canonical book
representation of K2m .
We shall describe a right canonical book representation K 2m by a word
c1c2 } } } cm&2 (ci # [a, b]) as follows. Let H be the (v1 , m, S1)-region. We
Figure 5
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Figure 6
start initially with the (m&1)-edge in H. If v2 vm+1 is embedded in H, then
we take c1=a, and if v1 vm is embedded in H, then we take c1=b. In
general, for the (i+1)-edge vjvk (i=1, 3, ..., m&1, j<k) in H, if the i-edge
vj+1vk is embedded in H, then we take cm&i=a, and if vjvk&1 is embedded
in H, then we take cm&i=b (Fig. 6).
We call c1c2 } } } cm&2 the word corresponding to K 2m . For example, the
word corresponding to the right canonical book representation given by
Fig. 5 is bb } } } b
m&2
.
Now, we can prove Theorem 1.2 in the case where n is even. Let K 2m be
a right canonical book representation of K2m , and let c1c2 } } } cm&2 be the
word corresponding to K 2m . We shall show that K 2m can be deformed to
the right canonical book representation of K2m corresponding to the word
aa } } } a
m&2
by an ambient isotopy of R3.
It is sufficient to prove the following two relations:
(1) Xa ra.i. Xb (X=c1c2 } } } cm&3 , ci # [a, b])
(2) XabY ra.i. XbaY (Y=c1 } } } cl&1, Y=cl+2cl+3 } } } cm&2 , ci # [a, b],
l=1, ..., m&3).
where Ar
a.i.
B means that the right canonical book representation corre-
sponding to the word A is ambient isotopic to the right canonical book
representation corresponding to the word B.
First, we shall prove relation (1). Consider a right canonical book
representation K 2m which corresponds to the word Xa. Let vkvk+2
(1km&1) be the 2-edge embedded in the (v1 , m, S1)-region H. Then
it follows from Proposition 2.4 that for all i=1, 2, ..., m, the 2-edges
vi+k&1vi+k+1 and vi+k&1+mvi+k+1+m are both embedded in Si . Then we
can see that there exists an ambient isotopy of R3 which moves the 2-edges
vi+k&1vi+k+1 and vi+k&1+mvi+k+1+m into Si+1 for all i=1, 2, ..., m with
all other edges fixed, where subscripts of sheets are taken modulo m. This
ambient isotopy is obtained by rotating the 2-edges around the binder C
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from one sheet to the next and is feasible because it creates no crossings
with i-edges for i3 since we start with a representation corresponding to
Xa. And by this ambient isotopy, we obtain the right canonical book
representation that corresponds to the word Xb.
Secondly, we prove relation (2). Consider a right canonical book
representation K 2m which corresponds to the word XabY (where X has
length l&1). Let vkvk+m&l be the (m&l )-edge embedded in H. Then the
(m&l)-edges vk+i&1vk+m&l+i&1 and vk+i&1+m vk+2m&l+i&1 are both
embedded in Si . Similarly as above, we can move the (m&l )-edges
vk+i&1vk+m&l+i&1 and vk+i&1+mvk+2m&l+i&1 into Si+1 for all i=1, 2, ..., m
by an ambient isotopy of R3 which fixes all other edges, where subscripts
of sheets are taken modulo m. This ambient isotopy is obtained by rotating
the (m&l )-edges around the binder C from one sheet to the next and is
feasible because it creates no crossings with i-edges for i{m&l since we
start with a representation corresponding to XabY. And by this ambient
isotopy, we obtain the right canonical book representation that corresponds
to the word XbaY.
Next we will handle the case where the number of vertices n is odd and
n5. By Theorem 2.2, the sheet-number of K2m+1 is m+1. That is, the
sheet-number of K2m+1 is equal to the sheet-number of K2m+2. Therefore,
in order to define a canonical book representation of K2m+1 , we must con-
sider a minimal book representation with more restrictions. Let K 2m+1 be
a minimal book representation of K2m+1, and S1 , S2 , ..., Sm+1 the sheets of
the corresponding (m+1)-book. Again we consider K 2m+1 with a circular
diagram in which an edge e/Si overcrosses an edge e$/Sj if they cross
and i<j. Let v1 , v2 , ..., v2m+1 be the vertices of K 2m+1 arranged in the
clockwise direction on the circle C. If there exists a sheet and a set of m
consecutive vertices such that no edge embedded in this sheet has an end-
vertex in this set, we call this sheet a half-sheet and K 2m+1 a (m+ 12)-book
representation of K2m+1 . From now on, we call such a spatial representa-
tion where Sm+1 is a half-sheet (with corresponding set of consecutive
Figure 7
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vertices [v1 , v2 , ..., vm]) a strongly minimal book representation of K2m+1 .
In fact, a strongly minimal representation exists, as shown in Fig. 7.
An i-edge of K 2m+1 is defined similarly as in the case where n is even.
From now on, subscripts of vertices are taken modulo 2m+1. Now we
introduce a right (left) canonical book representation of K2m+1. We con-
sider m-edges first. It is easy to see that no three m-edges can be embedded
in the same sheet. Thus each sheet Si contains two adjacent m-edges for
i=1, 2, ..., m, and the half-sheet Sm+1 contains one m-edge vm+1 v2m+1. If
a strongly minimal book representation of K2m+1 is such that both vivi+m
and vi vi+m+1 are embedded in Si (resp. Sm&i+1) for i=1, 2, ..., m and
vm+1v2m+1 is embedded in Sm+1 , then we call such a spatial representation
a right (resp. left) canonical book representation of K2m+1. (Fig. 7 shows a
right canonical book representation of K2m+1.) It is easy to see that the
mirror image of a right canonical book representation of K2m+1 is a left
canonical book representation of K2m+1 . The following propositions call be
proved by similar arguments as for Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Proposition 2.5. In a strongly minimal book representation of K2m+1 ,
there are exactly two i-edges (i=2, 3, ..., m) in every sheet except the
half-sheet which contains exactly one i-edge (i=2, 3, ..., m).
Proposition 2.6. In a right canonical book representation of K2m+1 , the
(vi , m, Si)-region (i=1, 2, ..., 2m+1, where subscripts of the Si are taken
modulo m+1) contains the j-edge vkvk+j (k=1, 2, ..., 2m+1, j=2, 3, ..., m&1)
if and only if the (v1 , m, S1)-region contains the j-edge vk&i+1vk&i+j , where
subscripts of S$i s are taken modulo m+1.
We omit the proof of Theorem 1.2 when n is odd, which is similar to the
proof given above for the case where n is even.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. (1) A left canonical book representation of K6 is ambient
isotopic to the spatial representation of K6 given by Fig. 1a,
(2) A left canonical book representation of K7 is ambient isotopic to
the spatial representation of K7 given by Fig. 1b.
Proof. (1) See Fig. 8.
(2) We join a new vertex 7 to the vertices 1, 2, ..., 6 in each spatial
representation of K6 given in Fig. 8, in the same way as Fig. 1(b) is
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obtained from Fig. 1a. One easily checks that the first resulting spatial
representation of K7 is a left canonical book representation. K
(It is known by [6] that a right canonical book representation of K6
is also ambient isotopic to the spatial representation of K6 given by
Fig. 1a.)
From this lemma and the properties of the embeddings of Fig. 1 due to
[3] and stated in Section 1, in a right (left) canonical book representation
of K6 , each pair of disjoint 3-cycles forms a trivial link except one, which
forms a Hopf link. Furthermore, in a right (resp. left) canonical book
representation of K7 , each Hamilton cycle forms a trivial knot except one,
which forms a left (resp. right)-handed trefoil.
In Section 2, we defined a canonical book representation of Kn when n
is even and odd separately. But there is a relationship between these two
cases as stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let K n be a right (resp. left) canonical book representa-
tion of Kn with n5. For an arbitrary vertex v # V(K n), K n&[v] is ambient
isotopic to a right (resp. left) canonical book representation of Kn&1.
Proof. Let K n be a right canonical book representation of Kn . By
Theorem 1.2, when n=2m, we can assume K 2m corresponds to the word
bb } } } b (Fig. 9).
Figure 8
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Figure 9
Figure 10
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If we choose to delete the vertex vi then K 2m&[vi] is an ((m&1)+ 12)-
book representation of K2m&1 with the half-sheet Si , and we can easily see
that it is right canonical after renumbering of sheets and vertices.
On the other hand, when n=2m+1, we can assume that the canonical
book representation is as in Fig. 10.
If we choose to delete the vertex vm+1 then K 2m+1&[vm+1] is clearly a
right canonical book representation of K2m , whereas if we choose to delete
the vertex vi with i{m+1, then K 2m+1&[vi] can be deformed to an
m-book representation of K2m as in Fig. 11 by the following deformation:
(Step 1) move the m edges v2m+1vj ( j=1, 2, ..., m) from Sm to
Sm+1 ,
(Step 2) move the m edges v2m vj ( j=2m+1, 1, 2, ..., m&1) from
Sm&1 to Sm ,
}
}
}
and finally
(Step m&i+1) move the m edges vm+i+1vj ( j=m+i+2, ..., 2m&1,
1, 2, ..., i) from Si to Si+1.
Then we see that K 2m+1&[vi] is a right canonical book representation
of K2m . We have thus proved the lemma in the case of a right canonical
Figure 11
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book representation. We can prove similarly the lemma in the case of a left
canonical book representation. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let K n be a right (resp. left) canonical book
representation of Kn . By Theorem 3.2, the subgraph of K n induced by k
arbitrary vertices of V(K n), k # [6, 7], is ambient isotopic to a right (resp.
left) canonical book representation of Kk . The result now follows from
Lemma 3.1. K
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